iClass Card Cloning using an RW300 Reader/Writer

Background
The HID iClass family of 13.56 Mhz Contactless readers and cards was introduced over a decade ago with
the primary goal of eliminating some of the security concerns that existed with the older 125Khz
Proximity technology. The state-of-the-art iClass technology supported new features such as mutual
authentication and Triple DES encryption to improve security and reduce the possibility of card
duplication.
The contactless cards themselves utilize an embedded chip technology called "PicoPass" from a French
company by the name of Inside Secure http://www.insidesecure.com/ . These chips basically consist of
a small EEPROM memory and a simple state machine controller that is used to interact with a card
reader using the ISO 14443B and ISO 15693 protocols.
All data stored on iClass cards is secured by Authentication Keys. A Key is basically a password used to
protect data from being read or changed without authorization. The iClass cards and readers use 64-bit
keys (56 key bits plus 8 parity bits). One authentication key is used to protect each of the card’s
Application Areas. Two encryption keys are used to support TDES encryption of the transferred data.
Since its introduction, numerous articles have been written by HID and other security industry experts
who have all described the technology as "Extremely Secure" and "Difficult to Clone". Those kinds of
words are usually interpreted by the hacking community as an open challenge to explore the technology
and to identify and exploit any vulnerabilities that are found to exist. As a result, within the last year at
least two excellent papers have been written that describe how to exploit the iClass technology. These
papers discuss various methods of recovering the HID's secret authentication and encryption keys that
are used with HID's "Standard Security" mode of operation and which are globally installed in all of their
readers. The extraction of these keys leads to the ability to duplicate any of the "Standard Security"
iClass cards that exist in the market today. The two previously published papers can be found here:
“Heart of Darkness- exploring the uncharted backwaters of HID iClass security “
http://www.openpcd.org/HID_iClass_demystified
“Exposing iClass Key Diversification”
http://www.usenix.org/events/woot11/tech/final_files/Garcia.pdf

Project Goals
Since I am a hardware engineer by trade with no C/C++ programming experience and no C/C++
development tools I was unable to capitalize on the source code provided in the above links. As a result,
my introduction to the complex world of iClass technology hacking had to begin from scratch. My
primary goals were as follows:
•

Extract the Authentication and Encryption keys from an iClass reader using only the PIC PicKit2
debugger tool and any other custom tools that I could create on my own.
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•
•

Demonstrate the ability to clone any "Standard Security" Or "High Security" iClass card using
an off-the-shelf HID RW300 iClass Reader/Writer .
Demonstrate the ability to modify a "Standard Security" Or "High Security" iClass card to
output any facility code and card number that I chose.

To date, I have accomplished all of these goals. The rest of this write-up summarizes how the above
goals were accomplished.

Extracting the PIC18F452 Code & Keys
The first thing I had to do was procure a minimum of three iClass readers since the firmware and key
extraction procedure involved erasing different sections of code in each step. It appears that HID
dumped a ton of older “Generation 1” readers to a surplus dealer near their headquarters in Irvine, CA.
The surplus dealer (OCDepot- located in Orange County CA) lists the readers on EBay for a fraction of the
original price. I decided to buy a lot of 10 RW300 units. As far as I can tell the RW300 and RW400
readers use the same firmware so either one would work but the RW300 was cheaper. The readers use
a PIC18F452 microcontroller so I set out to read the PIC datasheet from cover to cover before beginning
my work. Datasheet link: http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/devicedoc/39564c.pdf .
As stated in the “Heart of Darkness” paper referenced above, the author was able to exploit a
weakness in the PIC 18F452 microcontroller to bypass the code protection feature. In order to do so,
select sectors of the microcontroller had to be erased so that new code could be loaded into the PIC.
The new code would then use the integral UART serial port to dump the code from the remaining
sectors (and EEPROM). The difficulty was that the PICKit 2 debugger device only allowed a full chip erase
before any new code could be loaded. The ability to erase individual sectors (and code protection bits)
however was needed.
Again, since I do not have the ability to use the C code provided by the “Heart of Darkness” author, I
decided to program an 8-bit microcontroller to talk across the in-circuit debug interface of the PIC.
Using the PIC 18FXX2/XX8 Programming specification as a guide, I was able to program (in assembly)
the individual sector erase and code load routines into my Parallax SX28 microcontroller that I needed
to dump the iClass firmware and EEPROM memory image that contained the keys.
By re-joining all of the individual serial data dumps that I collected, I now had a complete image of the
HID firmware including the EEPROM. After redefining some of the PIC’s configuration bits my initial
thought was that I could now use the PIC debugger to analyze the execution of the code. WRONG!!!
The HID application is heavily interrupt driven and relies on the use of the built-in timers to do most
everything. Debuggers in general are inherently bad for debugging this type of code. The HID application
would barely get out of the initialization sequence before getting hung. My only other options were to
“patch in” my own debugging code or to utilize the RW300’s built-in RS-232 port to do my debugging
and code analysis. I chose a combination of both as you will see in the following sections.
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Disassembling the Code
While having a binary image of the firmware code allows me to reload the reader to its original state, it
alone was not sufficient to allow a complete understanding of the inner workings of the HID application.
To support my analysis goals, I needed to break the code down into a more “human friendly” assembly
code using a PIC18F disassembler. A sample of the raw binary hex capture along with a sample of
disassembled code is shown in the two figures below.

00088E
000890
000892
000894
000896
000898
00089A
00089C
00089E
0008A0
0008A2
0008A4
0008A6
0008A8
0008AA
0008AC
0008AE
0008B0
0008B2
0008B4

0x0E35
0x6E92
0x6A80
0x0EF0
0x6E93
0x6E81
0x0EB1
0x6E94
0x0ECD
0x6E82
0x0E80
0x6E95
0x0E10
0x6E83
0x6A96
0x6A84
0x6AC2
0x0E07
0x6EC1
0x0012

sub49
MOVLW 0x35
MOVWF TRISA, A
CLRF PORTA, A
MOVLW 0xF0
MOVWF TRISB, A
MOVWF PORTB, A
MOVLW 0xB1
MOVWF TRISC, A
MOVLW 0xCD
MOVWF PORTC, A
MOVLW 0x80
MOVWF TRISD, A
MOVLW 0x10
MOVWF PORTD, A
CLRF TRISE, A
CLRF PORTE, A
CLRF ADCON0, A
MOVLW 0x7
MOVWF ADCON1, A
RETURN
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Having a disassembled version of the code now allowed me to begin analyzing the operation of the
reader and to add my own comments for future reference. My first area of focus was on the RS-232
serial interface since I planned on using that interface to control the readers communication with my
iClass cards as well as performing some rudimentary debugger activities.

Talking to the Reader
The RWXXX family of iClass readers include an RS-232 serial interface to allow low level control of the
card read and write operations. A brief summary of the instructions supported by this interface is shown
below. A complete description of the serial protocol can be found in the “iClass Serial Protocol
Interface” document published by HID. Unfortunately, it appears that all copies of this document were
mysteriously removed from the internet immediately following the release of the “Heart of Darkness”
paper.
Instruction
0x52
0xA4
0xA6
0xC2
0x70
0x71
0xD8
0x84
0xC0
0xF2
0xF4
0x54
0xC2

Description
Select Current Key / Diversify Key
Select Card
Page Select (16kbit card only)
Transmit (read/write)
LED / Sounder Control
Open Collector Output
Load Key
Ask Random
Retrieve Data
Read EEPROM
Write EEPROM / Reset RF Field
Encrypt/Decrypt (Gen 2.0 only)
ISO Pass-Through

iClass Serial Command Summary
My initial efforts to understand this interface focused on correlating each of the above instructions to a
specific portion of assembly code that performed the function. This activity proved to be very beneficial
as I discovered a couple of very interesting things.
1. According to the documentation, the “Read EEPROM” function allows the user to gain access to
a limited portion of EEPROM where the Product ID, Version and baud rate settings can be read.
The memory locations that hold the keys and other important configuration information cannot
be read. However, by inserting a few NOP instructions in this routine where the address value
checking was being done I was able to bypass the restrictions and gain access to the entire
EEPROM memory through the serial interface.
2. The second important discovery that I made was that the same “Read EEPROM” routine also
supported the reading of a few select RAM Register File locations. Accessing this feature
required using an” undocumented” parameter value in the command sequence. After inserting
a few additional NOPs in this code I now had the ability to do a complete register dump at will. I
could definitely see my own custom debugger starting to materialize (Whoopee!!!)
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3. One other discovery involved finding two additional “undocumented” instructions. I haven’t had
time to analyze these routines yet but they are definitely on my future “to do” list since I believe
that they have something to do with the keys.
With my initial serial command analysis complete, it was time to create a special tool that would
allow me to play with the interface and the various commands. My limited programming ability
forces me to use one of the two forms of BASIC that I am familiar with and have previously used.
(Visual Basic or Liberty Basic). A screenshot of my Serial Command Tool is shown below. The tool
allows me to do the following using only a PC connected to the RW300’s RS-232 serial interface:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Read a cards User ID (UID)
Load New Keys anywhere into the eight user-key locations.
Authenticate with iClass credential **.
Calculate a diversified key for a specific UID
Read and Write the cards data blocks in the HID application area
Dump entire Register File and EEPROM at any time.
Manipulate the LED and Beeper tunes.
** Authentication requires that the HID Master key (extracted from EEPROM earlier) first be
loaded into one of the 8 user key locations.

After a few weeks of playing with the serial interface I felt that I had a pretty good
understanding of how the interface worked and what kinds of things could be done
It was now time to throw a little hardware together and write another application which would
take advantage of all that I had learned. Read on ……………
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Serial Command Tool Screenshot showing “Read Block” results & File Register Dump
(Note: sensitive key information is obscured)

Building an iClass Cloner
I originally planned to build a completely standalone cloning device but later decided to demonstrate
the ability to clone or modify an iClass credential using a PC connected to the RW300 Reader. The use of
a PC simplified the software development process and allowed me to include some TDES encryption and
decryption in my application. There is nothing that precludes developing a functionally equivalent
standalone unit in the future using an 8-bit microcontroller (communicating via RS-232) and a
Generation 2 reader (which would perform the necessary encryption/decryption so it would not have to
be performed within the microcontroller).
[Note: A free DES encryption/decryption routine (written entirely in Liberty Basic) is available from the
following website: http://lbpe.wikispaces.com/CryptographyWithLB102 . It dropped right into my code
and worked like a charm. Thank you Verisoft !]
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A block diagram of my cloner is shown in the figure below. The design also includes (as an option) a
separate microcontroller that interfaces with an LCD and the Readers Wiegand interface. This feature
allows the unit to display the format, facility code and card number that is output by the reader when a
card is presented. This capability operates totally independent of the PC and will allow the unit to
function as a standalone card reader if a PC is not connected.

26- bi t 0020205DF
00001 0000751

PC
8-bit uC
Wiegand Data 0

Wiegand Data 1

RW300
iClass
Reader/Writer

RS-232 Tx
RS-232 Rx

USB to
Serial

iClass Cloner System Block Diagram

RW300 Reader and LCD mounted on an acrylic stand.
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The software application that I wrote (using Liberty Basic) is used to control the reader via the RS-232
interface. The application is used to perform the following tasks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Authenticate with an iClass card.
Display the UID and Diversified Key for the card being read.
Read the HID access application memory blocks.
Decrypt, decode and display the card format, facility code and card number.
Provide the user the option to modify the card format, facility code and/or card number.
Encrypt the newly modified card data.
Write captured data back to a new card if card duplication is desired
Write modified data to a card if a change to card parameters is desired.

Note: The last capability is useful if you know your boss’s card number (printed on the back of his card)
and you want to modify your card to give you access the “executive bathroom”. (Just joking folks!!)
A screenshot of the iClass Cloner application is shown below.

iClass Card Reader/Writer Application Screenshot

What about High Security Mode?
Up to this point my debugging and cloning activities have always involved the use of cards that operate
in standard security mode and use the same HID Master Authentication Key. What about the cards (and
readers) that have been updated (via configuration cards) to use what HID refers to as “High Security” or
“Custom” key mode?
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According to HID’s iClass Application Note #28:
“HID Custom Keys add an additional layer of security to the basic iCLASS key
diversification and encryption scheme. A site-specific Custom Key is assigned
by HID to each customer, replacing the Standard Key. For the HID Application
Area, HID’s key management system uses a proprietary algorithm to generate a
256 key matrix from the Custom Master key. The CSN is used to extract
bytes from 8 different locations in the key matrix to create 64-bit keys.”
I have found their description to be accurate with one exception. The High Security key table that is
generated is actually 128 bytes, NOT 256 bytes. This is evidenced by the fact that the algorithm that
generates the table index from a UID actually clears the most significant bit of the index value. Also, the
table itself only occupies 128 bytes of File Register space as can be seen when dumping the file register
memory. This appears to be a feeble attempt to deceive iClass “High Security” card users into feeling
more secure.
The figure below attempts to show how the “Standard” and “High Security” modes differ. It is important
to note that the High Security key that the reader needs to communicate with a credential cannot be
stored in EEPROM since it is different for each card. It is always generated “on the fly”. When cloning a
card, this is the key that must be loaded into the user key space of a reader to allow it to authenticate
with a High Security credential. The original High Security key that is loaded onto a configuration card
and later stored in the reader EEPROM is ONLY used to create the 128 byte key table.

64-bit Keys stored
in Reader EEPROM

Authentication Key Difference
(Standard vs. High Security )

HID Master Key
Std Security Mode

DES
Encryption
iClass
Credential

High Security Mode
High Security Key

UID
iClass
Credential

Key Table
Generation
Algorithm

Table
Pointer
Algorithm

128 Byte
Key Table

Index based
on UID
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High Security Key Generation Example:
In the example shown below, I took the High Security Key value that was loaded on the configuration
card depicted in the “Heart of Darkness” paper along with the UID of that same card and ran it through
the various HID algorithms to generate the key table and appropriate table indexes to obtain the key
that would be necessary to talk to the card using my RW300 setup . If I were using the OmniKey reader
then the key would be required to be reverse –permuted before it could be used.
[Note: Even though the key table is correct, since the configuration card used in the example below is a
standard security card, the example calculation would not apply!]
Config Card UID:
High Security Key:
Key Table Indexes:
Reader Key (to Auth):

00
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

4D13D100F7FF12E0
10AC40BF3FB59F6E
75 19 57 2E 59 25 7B 0C
5B4AEB670C500C61 (highlighted below)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

7C
F6
2A
AA
B8
05
B9
8A

E0
C4
12
B0
34
33
57
26

60
F7
63
91
59
9C
41
92

E8
66
38
38
92
CD
3C
1A

46
1C
09
F4
EF
C8
28
3F

CC
76
50
1D
99
1F
F3
5B

CD
37
B4
21
6D
F4
B9
EC

B8
E4
CB
34
CD
EB
22
D9

9D
9E
7E
1E
33
32
71
A6

B6
4A
91
0E
CF
0C
D9
2A

EA
DF
38
86
E5
EC
E1
55

E7
56
44
3F
7B
99
41
0C

61
A3
68
67
43
2F
CC
79

29
07
57
83
F7
CD
1A
99

17
54
67
20
53
27
49
53

70
61
26
47
6B
8E
83
00

128-Byte High Security Key Table
(shown with highlighted indexes for UID above)
I have generated several High Security keys and modified a configuration card to load these new keys
into my RW300 reader and several iClass cards. Using the key tables that I recovered from the reader
and the HID key pointer algorithm, I was successful each time at recovering a key that then allowed me
to read (and modify) the data that was contained in each of the credentials that I had updated with the
“High Security” key.

Summary
As stated in the front section of this write-up, I have accomplished all of my original goals. I have proven
that with a little perseverance and some limited programming skills, that the ability to clone an iClass
credential is within the reach of the average RFID hacker. My intent is not to divulge all of the detailed
knowledge that I have gained but rather to share enough information to make people aware that this
technology is not as secure as is sometimes claimed. As a result, I have no intent to release any of my
source code for the applications shown herein.
My analysis of this technology is not yet complete. I have recently begun looking into the biometric side
of iClass access control and intend to investigate the vulnerabilities associated with the use of
fingerprint templates in high security applications. Happy Hacking!!
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